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Seeing so many guards outside the door, Philip sneered and said, “Silva, are you trying to stop
me from leaving?”

Silva snorted coldly and said, “Philip, I don’t want to against the Clarke family, but if you don’t
hand over the grandmaster today, don’t blame me for disregarding your identity as my aunt’s
son!”

Philip turned around with a mocking smile in his eyes, re-examined Silva, and asked, “I’m
curious. How confident are you that you dare to detain me in the Larson family’s territory?”

Silva said coldly, “That’s not something you should know about. You just need to know that you
have two choices, let the grandmaster go or be detained by me!”

Philip smiled and said, “What if I refuse?”

“Haha, then don’t blame me for being ruthless!” Silva said coldly, waved his hand, and said,
“Guards, take him down!”

Thud, thud, thud!

The guards outside took several steps forward in their combat boots.

However…

Rumble!

There was a sudden roar from a huge plane engine in the sky above Larson Manor. Everyone
looked up and saw a dozen helicopters approaching in the sky. The helicopters were loaded full
of ammunition, and all guns were aimed at Larson Manor below!

Several helicopters lowered the ropes, and bodyguards slid down from the sky one after
another. These guards were fully armed and equipped with a large number of advanced
weapons. Their outfits were very different too.

Legion of the Sovereign!

They were the elite guards and vanguards of the Legion of the Sovereign!

All the Larson family’s guards were dumbfounded at the sight of the helicopters in the sky. The
helicopters hovered above Larson Manor, which presented a spectacular and overwhelming
scene.



Thud, thud, thud!

Dozens of special guards landed on the ground with guns and instantly surrounded the Larson
family’s guards.

However, soon, more of the Larson family’s guards swarmed from all directions and surrounded
the Legion’s combat team. Despite that, the Legion’s guards showed no fear. They were the
strongest combat team that had broken through numerous sieges.

Meanwhile, outside Larson Manor, dozens of modified armored vehicles loaded with heavily
armed guards stopped at the door at this moment.

Whoosh!

Hundreds of guards jumped off the vehicles and rushed into Larson Manor. The entire Larson
Manor was tightly surrounded! Modified cars, as well as armored tanks, filled the streets outside.

It could be said that as long as Philip gave the order, the huge Larson Manor would be reduced
to ashes.
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Of course, this scene shocked the entire Fernvale. Everyone in Fernvale also received the news
in an instant.

“What? The Larson family has been surrounded? And the scene is comparable to a battle
blockbuster setup?”

“Look! This is the live broadcast from the drone! It’s too spectacular and overbearing! There are
guards and armored tanks and helicopters!”

“Whoa, who is the Larson family up against? I’ve never seen this combat group before!”

Fernvale was in an uproar, and everyone paid close attention to the Larson family’s every move.
Even some people in the dark who were eager to move quickly sent information from their
respective secret bases.

Back to the Larson family.

Seeing this, Silva’s eyes froze. His lips twitched as he asked, “Did you make preparations?”

Philip said calmly, “Excuse me, but these are my guards. I want to know if I can go now.”



Silva clenched his fists angrily. The servants around him had already reported that there were
hundreds of elite soldiers and armored vehicles outside. If he really went all out against Philip,
the Larson family would not reap any benefit.

“Let them go!” After Silva thought for a moment, he waved and shouted.

Thud, thud, thud!

Outside the door, the Larson family’s guards quickly gave way after receiving the order.

Philip smiled indifferently, took two steps, and turned around abruptly. He looked at Silva’s pale
face and said, “Oh, by the way, Silva, I forgot to tell you that my grandfather’s memory is still
very clear sometimes.”

Philip’s remark was undoubtedly like a knife in Silva’s heart that could kill him at any time.

This damned brat! He was too much!

Seeing that Philip was about to leave the ancestral hall, Zayn and Nash stood aside anxiously
and said, “Silva, are we really letting him go just like this? Once he leaves, the consequences
will be unimaginable!”

“Yeah, Silva, we only have one chance!”

Silva gritted his teeth and stared at Philip’s departing back, his mind racing. His forehead was
also full of cold sweat!

Damn it!

“Let them go!” Silva roared angrily before he turned around and punched the table.

At this moment, Philip’s cheerful laughter echoed throughout Larson Manor.

After Philip left, Silva breathed a sigh of relief, but the chills and killing intent in his eyes
intensified.

“Send someone to contact the Berry family immediately and tell them that I have something
important to discuss with them!” Silva said coldly.

“Yes!” The servant quickly hurried away.

At this moment, Chip Larson also came out from the back of the hall.

“Mr. Chip, about this…” Silva said, feeling a little helpless and indignant.



He was upset at being suppressed by a brat in his 20s.

Chip said, “Patriarch, you did the right thing. We have no chance of winning against him right
now. As for the grandmaster, I’ll take care of it.”

“Mr. Chip, what are you going to do?” A hint of suspicion flashed in Silva’s eyes.

Chip’s expression said it all.

“The grandmaster has lived long enough. It’s time for him to rest in peace,” Chip said before he
walked away from the Larson family’s ancestral hall.

***

On Philip’s side, he left Larson Manor and returned to the cruise ship.

When Cynthia saw him coming back, she ran out and asked excitedly, “Are you alright?”

Philip smiled and said, “I’m fine.”

Then, he looked at Hogan and said, “Hogan, I have questions for you.”

Hogan nodded and said, “Go ahead.”

“How much do you know about Silva Larson and the strength of the Larson family?” Philip
asked.

Hogan thought about it and said reluctantly with a frown, “Young Patriarch Clarke, it’s difficult for
me to answer these questions. As the fourth branch, although we’re a part of the Larson family,
we’re ostracized and rejected by everyone with no chance to enter the core areas at all. Even
I’m just an idle person with an empty title as the fourth master. As for Silva, I can only tell you
that he’s not a simple person. The way he thinks and does things may surpass our imaginations
of him…”

“To this day, I don’t know the Larson family’s foundation. However, I’m sure that the Larson
family must have the advantage to be able to stand at the top of Fernvale.”
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Hearing Hogan’s words, Philip was grave.



Seeing this, Hogan asked, “What’s the matter? Is Silva really going up against the Clarke
family?”

Philip nodded and said, “Maybe. From what I know about Silva so far, the Larson family may be
going through a change, and the instigator of this change is Silva and some others. If I hadn’t
prepared in advance, I’m afraid I wouldn’t have been able to walk out of the Larson family
today.”

“What?!” Hearing this, Hogan was shocked and said with wide eyes, “He actually dared to take
you down?”

Philip nodded and said, “Silva’s action should have something to do with Grandpa. What secrets
does Grandpa have that Silva needed to detain me at all costs just to make me hand Grandpa
over?”

Cynthia and Hogan looked at each other, shook their heads, and said, “I think only the
grandmaster would know. It’s a pity that his mental state is quite bad right now. We won’t know if
the things he says are true or false.”

Hogan was right. The grandmaster’s state right now made it really difficult to tell if what he said
was true.

Cynthia suddenly said, “Maybe it has something to do with the jade key that my great-
grandfather asked me to give you…”

Hearing this, Philip’s eyes twinkled. He quickly took out the jade key given to him by Cynthia,
showed it to Hogan, and asked, “Hogan, do you know this?”

Hogan took the key in his hand and looked at it carefully, then his eyes suddenly flickered. He
stammered, “T-This is the key to the Larson family’s secret vault.”

‘The Larson family’s secret vault?!’

Hearing that, everyone looked at each other in bewilderment.

“What secret vault?” Philip asked.

Hogan said, “This is the topmost secret within the Larson family’s core! Except for the
grandmaster, the three uncles, and we four brothers, no one else knows about it. This key can
open up the secrets that have been hidden in the Larson family’s secret vault for hundreds of
years. It’s rumored that this secret can influence the change and development of the world. The
grandmaster actually gave this to you. I think Silva could be after this!”

Hearing Hogan’s words, everyone shuddered.



Did this key hold such a secret?

Something that could influence the development and change of the world…

What secret could it be?

“Hogan, where’s this secret vault?” Philip asked.

Hogan looked puzzled and said with a frown, “This secret vault was sealed by your mother back
then. No one in the Larson family knows its whereabouts except her…”

Speaking of this, Hogan shuddered and said, “Maybe there’s another person in this world who
knows the whereabouts of the secret vault.”

In a flash, everyone knew who Hogan was referring to.
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The grandmaster!

Philip frowned, thought for a moment, and asked, “Why did my mother seal that secret vault? Is
there some secret here?”

Hogan sighed and said, “Back then, your mother was the most amazing genius of the Larson
family. She once created many things that this world couldn’t allow to exist and even opened up
a passage to the civilization on the other shore at the stargate behind Cochly Mountain.
Unfortunately, that passage isn’t allowed by the rules of this world, so it was closed and sealed.
That secret vault was also sealed by your mother at that time. If I’m not mistaken, the secrets in
this vault maybe related to that passage and your mother’s accident.”

Hearing Hogan’s words, Philip and the others were shocked.

The stargate was not a secret in the Larson family as quite a few people knew about it. Cynthia
knew a little but not much.

“If that’s the case, does Silva want to get the key, get the secret vault, and get those secrets?”
Philip asked.

Hogan nodded and said, “Most likely. Something that can influence the pattern of this world may
be related to that passage!”



Philip took a deep breath and looked at the jade key handed over by Hogan. His Grandpa must
have his intentions for giving the key to Philip.

“By the way, what did the Larson family say? Didn’t they say that they’d reveal the truth of your
mother’s accident?” Hogan asked suddenly.

Philip said, “I don’t know. Whether they reveal it or not, I can find out by myself. After all, what
Silva said is probably false.”

Hogan nodded and said, “You have a point. Your mother’s accident back then was a very big
blow to the Larson family, and it was also because of that incident that the Larson family
withdrew from the mainland and has been developing in Fernvale. Unfortunately, only First
Uncle knows the truth about many things, but he passed away five years ago.”

The first uncle mentioned by Hogan was Charlotte’s eldest brother and the previous head of the
Larson family.

He was a conscientious person and made a lot of contributions to the Larson family. He was
also highly favored by the grandmaster. Unfortunately, he passed away too soon.

Philip was silent. If only his First Uncle knew about his mother’s accident, there was no way of
knowing now.

“Did First Uncle leave anything behind?” Philip asked.

Hogan shook his head and said, “He didn’t leave anything or any last words behind. However,
the strange thing is that in the year he passed away, his personality changed greatly, and he
became very irritable and suspicious. He handled many things by himself without involving
anyone. If I remember correctly, he once sent someone to the Clarke family to seek help, but
that person never returned. Since then, he became depressed and finally died on his bed.”

After Hogan finished speaking, Philip’s face darkened.

First Uncle once sent someone to the Clarke family for help?

Why did that person never return to the Larson family, then?

After thinking about it, Philip realized that someone from the Clarke family must have
intercepted the person sent by First Uncle!

As for who, Philip had no way to ascertain. It could be Giada or the branch family. Philip scowled
and felt that he had to check this out.



He turned around, walked aside, called George Thomas, and asked, “Old George, find out if the
Larson family had sent anyone to Arcadia Island five years ago!”

George responded and quickly ordered the files to be brought over. He went through all the
arrival records of Arcadia Island for the entire year.

“Young Patriarch, I’ve checked through everything. There’s nothing,” George replied.

Hearing this, Philip scowled and vaguely guessed something. Since that person never reached
Arcadia Island, it meant that they were intercepted on the way.

Maybe it was done by the Larson family! Could it be Silva Larson?
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Philip ended the call and fell into deep contemplation.

Arcadia Island had no record of a visitor from the Larson family. There were only two reasons for
this. First, an internal Clarke family member assassinated the person sent by the Larson family
and destroyed the visitor records. Second, the person sent by the Larson family did not leave
Fernvale at all and was assassinated by the Larson family.

While thinking about it, Philip called George again and asked, “Who was in charge of the visitor
records back then?”

George immediately investigated and replied, “Young Patriarch, the person in charge of the
visitor records was someone belonging to Madam Giada. What happened?”

‘Giada Wallis?!’ Philip frowned.

Was this matter really related to Giada?

Seeing the changing expression on Philip’s face, Cynthia asked, “Philip, what’s the matter? Did
you find something?”

Philip raised his eyebrows, stroked his chin, glanced at Cynthia and Hogan, and said, “If I’m not
mistaken, the person sent by my uncle back then was either assassinated by Giada Wallis or an
internal Larson family member.”

Hearing this, Hogan frowned and muttered, “Giada Wallis? The Wallis family of the Golden
City?”

Philip nodded and replied, “That’s her.”



Hogan raised his eyebrows, put his hands behind his back, recalled carefully, and suddenly
said, “If I remember correctly, Giada did come to the Larson family back then. As First Uncle
was unwell, the person who met her was Silva!”

Hiss!

Cynthia and the others gasped. It seemed that they had found a clue.

Philip nodded and said, “That must be it. Silva should have reached some kind of agreement
with Giada.”

Hogan clenched his fists angrily and said, “Damn it! I really didn’t expect Silva to do such a
thing! He colluded with Giada!”

“I’m afraid it’s not that simple. First Uncle’s death may have something to do with Silva and
Giada,” Philip suddenly sighed, his face solemn.

“Are you saying that First Uncle’s death was caused by Silva and the others?”

Hogan froze upon hearing that. This was parricide!

If this was confirmed, Silva would definitely be found guilty of breaching the Larson family’s rules
and be executed!

Philip shook his head and said, “Everything is just speculation. There must be some kind of
agreement between Silva and Giada. As for the specifics, we have no way of knowing. First
Uncle’s death and the missing person who was sent out… Maybe everything was related to
them.”

Everyone fell silent…

After a while, Philip sighed and said, “Let’s put this aside for now. Now, our priority is to prevent
the Larson family from sending someone to assassinate Grandpa!”

Boom!

Hearing this, Hogan was shocked and said, “Young Patriarch Clarke, are you saying that Silva
will send someone to kill the grandmaster?”

Philip nodded and said, “Based on my interactions with him today, Silva isn’t a kind person. He
must have the means to be the head of this family! Moreover, Grandpa is involved in so many
secrets. Silva will either keep guarding him or attack! As for the secrets that Grandpa is
guarding, maybe he already knows some.”



“No! It can’t be! Silva will never do that!”

Hogan could not believe it. That was the grandmaster, no matter how cruel or underhanded
Silva might be, he would not lay a finger on the grandmaster.
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However, Philip said coldly, “It’s not impossible. Silva Larson is a man who will do anything to
achieve his goals! His ambitions are beyond your imagination. ”

Hogan shook his head and said, “I still don‘t believe that Silva will do that…”

Boom!

However, as soon as Hogan finished speaking, there was a shocking explosion outside. A cloud
in the shape of a mushroom rose on the sea.

Immediately, a guard rushed in quickly, knelt on one knee, and reported, “Young Patriarch,
someone has started attacking our frigate!”

Philip’s eyes turned cold as he asked, “How many people are on the other side and who are
they?”

The guard replied, “An old man who claims to be Chip Larson of the Larson family. He wants to
see you in person and said that he wants you to hand over the grandmaster of the Larson
family. Otherwise, he’ll attack and sink the cruise ship and frigate!”

Hiss!

Hogan staggered a few steps back, his eyes full of disbelief. He said, “H-He actually dares to do
this. Silva wants to commit parricide.”

Philip looked sideways before he turned and left. He said, “Take care of Grandpa. I’ll take care
of this.”

Then, Philip came to the highest point of the cruise ship with Fennel and several members of
the Shadow Guards beside him. They looked out to sea in the night scene.

A small yacht was within the attack range of the frigate. An old man with his hands behind his
back stood at the bow of the yacht.

Chip Larson…



When he saw Philip standing on the cruise ship that was surrounded by several frigates in the
middle, he said, “Young Patriarch Clarke, can we have a chat?”

Chip used the power of rules so that his voice could be heard within a few nautical miles.

Philip said coldly, “Mr. Chip, this is the high sea, and my frigates are all around us. Are you
going to attack me?”

Chip said, “You must be kidding. I just want to bring the grandmaster back. The Larson family
can’t do without him. His health isn’t good, so I’m afraid that it won’t do for him to be out for long.
I hope you can return the grandmaster to me. What do you think?”

Philip smiled and said, “What’s wrong with me accompanying Grandpa? His health has been
very good since he left the Larson family. I think Grandpa can relax for a few more days. If
there’s nothing else, you may leave. By the way, tell Silva not to cross the line. Otherwise, he
can’t afford the consequences!”

Hearing this, Chip scowled and asked, “Are you really not going to hand the grandmaster over?”

Philip sneered and said, “No.”

Chip nodded and said, “In that case, I’m sorry for doing this. The entire Fernvale is hereby
notified that the young patriarch of the Clarke family, Philip Clarke, has kidnapped the
grandmaster of the Larson family. Now, the Larson family requests Young Patriarch Clarke to
return the grandmaster. If he refuses, the Larson family will use all means to get the
grandmaster back! All unnecessary casualties caused by this event will be borne by the Clarke
family!”

As soon as he said that, shocking energy and the power of rules surged from Chip!

The power of rules stirred up the seawater, and the nearby cruise ship began to shake violently.

A huge black shadow underneath the sea could vaguely be seen wandering below.

“Young Patriarch Clarke, I’ll ask you one last time. Will you hand him over or not?” Chip asked
coldly.

Philip chuckled and said, “Stop your pretenses. Come and take him if you can!”
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Hearing Philip’s remark, Chip stopped pretending and said coldly, “Young man, this is the
boundary of Fernvale. Even if the Clarke family is huge and powerful, you have to follow the
rules of the Larson family. So, I advise you one last time to hand over the grandmaster.
Otherwise, there’ll be more than a few corpses in the high sea tonight!”

After Chip said that, the seawater under his yacht began to surge.

Splash!

Suddenly, three water columns shot into the sky and turned into three dragons that were dozens
of meters high. Roars of dragons resounded in the nearby waters!

Seeing this, Philip’s face darkened as he said, “All battleships, prepare for battle!”

In an instant, the muzzles of several frigates were aimed at the three water dragons and Chip.

Seeing this, Chip stomped his foot slightly and shouted, “Don’t blame me for being ruthless!”

Roar!

Three earth-shattering roars resounded!

The three water dragons soared into the sky, stirred up monstrous waves, and pounced on
several battleships. They opened their jaws wide and wanted to swallow the huge battleships in
one bite!

Rumble!

Rat-tat-tat!

Abruptly, brilliant sparks shot from the muzzles of the battleships. The artillery guns also fired
rapidly at the three water dragons in the night sky. In an instant, the battle at sea broke out!

Fire blazed! Waves surged!

The three dragons were pierced through by the rapid shooting, turned into monstrous waves,
and fell into the sea.

Splash!

The seawater surged, and Chip jumped up from the yacht. He was floating in the air. His thin
and hunched body erupted with enormous energy pressure at this moment!

“Hah!” He shouted angrily, and the clothes on his body rustled.



He spread his skinny arms wide open, and a layer of his wrinkled skin flooded with energy. It
quickly inflated and turned into bulging muscles. In an instant, a huge vortex formed in the sea
beneath him!

The vortex swirled at high speed!

In the middle of the vortex, a huge black shadow swam at the bottom of the sea. Everyone
could vaguely hear the roar of an ancient sea beast from the deep sea!

It was loud and muffled! It was like the growl of a giant whale!

Boom!

In an instant, a huge blue whale jumped out of the vortex and roared hellishly. That blue whale
was hundreds of meters long and very huge. Its huge tail flapped and set off turbulent waves,
sending the battleship back several thousand meters as it swayed in the waves!

Smack!

The loud splash resounded throughout the sea. After the huge blue whale fell back into the sea,
enormous waves hit the battleships.

The several battleships were like small sailboats in the ocean, rocking constantly from the
waves.
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On deck, a group of combatants secured their bodies with ropes. Several steel artillery mounts
were also swept away by the waves and fell heavily into the sea.

As for the cruise ship in the center of the storm, it was calm and peaceful due to the kingship
energy fields of Philip and Fennel. The huge two-layer red and platinum fields of kingship rapidly
enlarged and shielded the battleships in the center.

Philip’s expression turned cold as he jumped into the air with Fennel!

Above the sea, two swords of kingship stood in the air at this moment and formed a huge
energy pressure on Chip on the opposite side.



Chip smiled and said, “The two kings in the sixth zone are indeed very powerful. It’s rare to
reach this level at your age. But today, facing me is your misfortune. Young Patriarch Clarke, I’ll
ask you one last time. Will you hand him over or not?”

Philip hovered in the air and raised his right hand. Suddenly, sharp swords came flying from all
around, which converged into a red longsword with a silver hilt!

This was a new ability Philip learned after he reached the realm of kingship in the sixth zone. It
was also an advanced stage of the power of sword rules.

Fennel held the red dragon halberd in his hand, and red energy flames flowed all over his body!

“Kill!”

Suddenly, the two figures quickly charged toward Chip. Two kings of the sixth zone against the
seventh zone!

A battle broke out instantly!

Chip sneered and shouted, “Juniors, even if you’re kings, you’re still not enough for me! You
seek death!”

After saying that, Chip’s eyes burst with terrifying killing intent as he sneered cruelly.

Boom!

In the next second, Chip’s skinny fist erupted with dazzling energy pressure and the power of
rules. He punched Philip who took the lead. This punch was overwhelming and contained a
powerful force. However, as a king, Philip had quick reflexes. He raised his fist and met the
punch!

Boom!

A loud bang resounded.

Philip staggered back from this punch while Chip still stood in the distance calmly.

“Hehe, is that your strength, Young Patriarch Clarke? If that’s all you have, you’re doomed
today!” Chip bellowed.

Philip steadied himself and said with a flash of chill in his eyes, “Chip Larson, do you think I’d be
afraid of you?”

Chip’s eyes flashed a strange black as he raised his palms abruptly.



Boom!

The sea seemed to be torn apart, and the huge blue whale appeared again. It opened its jaws
and inhaled in the direction of Philip and Fennel as well as the battleships behind them. In an
instant, a huge suction force swept over the entire sea. The seawater began to pour into the
mouth of the blue whale endlessly. Several battleships turned their course and tried to escape at
full speed!

Philip and Fennel hovered in the air and naturally felt the enormous suction power!

“Slay!” Philip roared, and the red-silver sword in his hand slashed the huge blue whale in the
sea!

Huge sword energy hundreds of meters long was formed by the red-silver sword and slashed at
the body of the blue whale.

Roar!

With an angry roar, the blue whale jumped back into the sea. However, it also swung its huge
tail into the air!

When Fennel saw this, a layer of red air waves oscillated from the red dragon halberd in his
hand. He roared, “Break!”

Boom!

A huge red dragon soared into the sky, pierced through the gigantic whale tail, and left a pool of
bloody seawater.

Roar!

A huge scream came from the huge black shadow at the bottom of the sea. Immediately after,
the sea shook violently and waves surged rapidly, forming a wall as high as 100 meters. It tried
to drown Philip and Fennel.
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The tall waves formed a wall and trapped Philip and Fennel in the middle.

Philip looked at the surging wall of seawater intently, raised his right hand, activated enormous
energy pressure in the red-silver longsword in his hand, and slashed the wall!



Splash!

A sword slay!

He cut through the seawater, but it quickly recovered and formed an airtight wall again. This was
the sea with an endless supply of seawater. Moreover, water was the most delicate substance.
No matter how many times Philip slashed in anger, he could not break through it.

Chip sneered and said, “Young Patriarch Clarke, this seawater prison is my pride. If you don’t
have the strength of the seventh zone, you’ll never break through it. So you have only one
choice now, which is to hand the grandmaster over. Only then will I let you go.”

“Hahaha…”

Philip snorted coldly and said with a trace of disdain, “I admit that you’re very strong. Based on
my current strength, I’m indeed not your opponent, but nothing is absolute. It’s just the seventh
zone. Today, I’ll cross the realm and kill you!”

“Arrogant!” Chip shouted angrily and said, “Do you think that the people in the seventh zone are
as abundant as the disciples of other zones? The seventh zone will always be an existence that
you can’t comprehend! We’ve already taken a preliminary glimpse at the rules of this world and
the changes on the Great Path. It’s ridiculous for a kingship holder of the sixth zone like you to
cross the realm and kill me!”

With his roar, Chip’s hunched body suddenly surged with dazzling energy pressure, and the
surface of his body also seemed to burn with a layer of blue energy flames.

“Is this the strength of disciples in the seventh zone?” Philip narrowed his eyes at this sight
gravely.

On his side, Fennel said, “Be careful. Fighting across the realm is very risky…”

Philip naturally understood and said, “No matter what, I can’t let him take my grandfather away!”

“Since you don’t know what’s good for you, don’t blame me for doing this!”

Chip raised his right palm and launched a dazzling blue light at Philip. The blue light in Chip’s
palm exploded with monstrous energy pressure at Philip and caused a strong reaction from the
surrounding seawater prison wall at the same time!

Philip scowled, the corners of his eyes showing a biting chill. The sword of kingship above his
head dazzled with a bright red!



Boom!

Philip’s entire body erupted with a red flame, and the seawater that wanted to engulf him
evaporated into water vapor. At the same time, he raised his right arm.

Twang!

In his hand, the red-silver longsword burst into a dazzling sword light and launched straight at
Chip!

Clang!

The next second, Chip raised his hands, and a blue barrier of seawater formed in front of him. It
blocked Philip’s attack!

Boom!

Then, Chip raised his hand, and the seawater prison wall behind him formed blue ice spears
condensed from seawater.

Whoosh!

Dozens of ice spears condensed from seawater burst with biting cold light and stabbed at Philip
indiscriminately.

Seeing this, Philip quickly retreated and kept slashing the red-silver longsword in front of him!
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Bang, clang!

Dozens of ice spears were being cut down. They turned into ice cubes, then fell into the sea.
Philip staggered back dozens of meters before he blocked the attack. A biting chill flashed in the
corners of his eyes.

Seeing this, Chip smiled and said, “As expected of the young patriarch of the Clarke family.
Such strength and skills are amazing, indeed! However, that isn’t enough for me!”

Chip was right. After the spar, Philip truly realized how big the gap between the realms was. A
disciple of the seventh zone could render a king of the sixth zone helpless!

Was this an insurmountable chasm?



Philip looked grave and inwardly wondered why Uncle Tango had not taken any action.

Seeing Philip’s appearance, Chip said with a smile, “Are you waiting for the person behind you
to make a move? I’m sorry to inform you that he has been stopped by two seniors of mine. At
this moment, I don’t think he has the time to bother about you. Hence, you have no other way
out now.”

Hearing Chip’s remark, a chill flashed in Philip’s eyes!

Tango Lidds had been stopped. However, this was within Philip’s expectations.

The three guardians of the Larson family seemed to be bound to the same ship.

“Chip Larson, if you’re sure you want to attack me, you‘d better do your best. Otherwise, you
won’t have another chance later,” Philip said lightly with a smile.

As soon as he said that, Chip’s face changed slightly, and his anger was ignited instantly.

What an arrogant junior!

He was one of the guardian elders of the Larson family and a disciple in the mid-level of the
seventh zone. Moreover, just a year ago, he had successfully stepped into the ranks of half-step
kingship. Given a few more years, he would successfully enter the ranks as a distinguished
kingship holder of the seventh zone!

“Very good! Let’s see how you’re going to beat me!”

Chip shouted angrily as his aura skyrocketed.

Boom!

While speaking, his aura had increased exponentially without any signs of stopping. A huge
shadow that looked like an octopus appeared behind him. This shadow that was huge and
ferocious-looking was a giant octopus with red eyes!

Seeing this, Philip and Fennel frowned, ‘The seventh zone is indeed an insurmountable chasm.’

Fennel sighed before he fully unleashed his aura and entered the Battle God Mode. However,
even so, Fennel’s aura and energy pressure were much inferior compared to Chip’s. Moreover,
Fennel had less comprehension of the power of rules.

Rumble!



The entire sea was shaking, and the seawater prison walls in the surrounding quickly
dissipated. That was because Chip had the intent to kill.

Philip looked at Chip in front of him.

At this moment, Chip’s aura had reached its peak. The shadow of the sea beast behind him was
also very terrifying. Chip and the shadow of the beast behind him stared at Philip intently.

Terrible killing intent enveloped the entire sea. A trace of steruness flashed in Philip’s eyes as
his aura surged. A fire chimera clad in metallic armor and a sea dragon appeared behind him.
The fire chimera and sea dragon stared ferociously at the octopus shadow behind Chip!

“Kill!” Philip roared and charged forward together with Fennel!
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In an instant, raging waves of energy pressure and the power of rules surged in the sea.

Three figures were locked in a dreadful battle. If they were not on the high seas, the nearby
towns would have been destroyed long ago. However, even if Philip and Fennel joined forces,
they could not gain an advantage over Chip.

Chip was too strong!

This was the strength of a mid-level half-step kingship of the seventh zone. He could easily
suppress two kings of the sixth zone. As Chip had used the power of rules of heaven and earth,
his comprehension of the rules was much deeper compared to Philip and Fennel. Moreover, the
shadow of the octopus behind him had an illusion of being a solid form.

This was an image formed by the influence of the rules of heaven and earth. However, Chip was
also shocked.

He was a mid-level disciple of the seventh zone and a half-step to kingship. His strength had
long surpassed the secular world. He could deal with ordinary kings by just lifting his finger.

However, at this moment, he could not take down two young brats even after such a long time.
Although he could easily suppress them, he only had a 60 percent chance of winning. This
made Chip extremely furious. His anger continued to skyrocket and reached its peak.

“Tsunami!” Chip roared and stomped his right foot down!

The octopus shadow behind him waved its huge tentacles and stirred the waves below.



Rumble!

The seawater surged and swelled, forming huge tsunami waves that were hundreds of meters
high. The tsunami waves contained huge energy and the power of rules. They attacked Philip
and Fennel in front.

Philip frowned, his face cold. He raised his hand, and the longsword in his hand dazzled with
sword light.

Clang!

A sword energy barrier that dazzled with golden runes suddenly appeared in front of Philip and
Fennel, blocking the impact of these tsunami waves.

Rumble!

The tsunami waves hit the golden sword energy barrier with a deafening roar that resounded
through the sky. The seawater surged, and the battleships also rocked constantly, leaving the
periphery of the battlefield.

“As expected of a disciple in the seventh zone. He’s so powerful,” Philip glanced solemnly at the
furious Chip.

Fennel said, “We have no chance of winning this. Let’s give up when there’s a chance.”

Philip nodded and said, “I wanted to give it a try, but it looks like I’m still far from it.”

“Die!” While Philip was thinking, Chip raised his hand and shouted!

The huge octopus shadow behind him waved its tentacles at Philip and Fennel. The tentacles
with a layer of black energy shield contained enormous power of destruction with the peak
power of the sixth zone!
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Boom!

A shocking explosion!

Several tentacles slammed down from the air while others stirred up huge waves from the
bottom of the sea that rushed at Philip and Fennel. There was no chance for them to escape.
Philip’s face trembled. He raised his right hand, and a dazzling fireball erupted from his palm.



Enhanced with the wind attribute, this fireball quickly enlarged, forming a huge fireball. It
shrouded Philip and Fennel inside.

It was a fireball shield!

The eight huge tentacles smacked on the fireball and stirred countless flames.

Sizzle!

The seawater evaporated instantly, and the tentacles seemed to be roasted with a crackling
sound. The fireball shield shattered, and Philip and Fennel were sent flying hundreds of meters
away by the enormous energy pressure. The eight huge tentacles quickly wiggled apart and
submerged into the sea, sending waves of white smoke billowing.

Roar!

The octopus shadow behind Chip growled. It seemed that the attack just now had burned it.
Philip and Fennel stabilized themselves and put on a fighting stance, staring intently at Chip
who was walking in the air.

A hint of surprise flashed in Chip’s eyes. He did not expect Philip to block this attack. However, it
was the end of Philip’s good luck. Next, Chip would kill them without reservations!

“I have to say that you’re very strong. You should be proud that you can fight me until now.
However, I’ll show you no more mercy,” Chip said solemnly with a chill in his eyes.

He raised his left palm to the sky. At that moment, he surged with raging energy pressure and
the power of rules, which gathered in his left hand. In an instant, his left hand became crystal
clear and dazzling. Even an ordinary person could tell that the vortex formed by the raging
energy pressure and the power of rules contained the power to destroy the world.

Philip and Fennel frowned as they also felt the terrifying energy contained in Chip’s left hand. If
they could not resist it, this might be the end for them!

“The Wrath of the Sea King!” Chip bellowed, and the energy storm in his left hand also reached
its peak!

He faced Philip and Fennel, and the dazzling and terrifying energy light cannon in the palm of
his left hand exploded toward Philip and Fennel. This energy light cannon was the embodiment
of Chip’s full strength. Only a person of the same realm or higher than him could stop this blow.
In other words, Philip and Fennel would surely die under this attack!

Rumble!



Philip and Fennel were horrified. This energy light cannon with the power to destroy the world
was not something they could resist at all. In the blink of an eye, the huge energy light cannon
blasted toward Philip and Fennel.

The fire chimera clad in metallic armor behind Philip swallowed Philip in one gulp. A layer of
flame armor flowed all over its body, and its aura also skyrocketed. With a roar, it was ready to
resist the energy light cannon.

The red dragon halberd in Fennel’s hand also turned into a red dragon. It soared up and
guarded Fennel inside its body while it raised its head and roared at the sky!

Boom!

The fire chimera spewed out a huge beam of flame in anger, and the red dragon also spewed
out a red beam. The three beams of light collided, and a thunderous explosion sounded!

Terrifying energy spread! Huge waves were also set off at sea!

The three people in the center formed a circle of waves which rippled to the surroundings. The
seawater in the middle was evaporated by these three huge energy beams and turned into
vapor. Despite this, Philip and Fennel failed to block Chip’s attack!

Boom!

The energy light cannon bombarded Philip and Fennel. The fire chimera and the red dragon
were also engulfed by the energy light cannon.
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With two loud bangs from this terrifying energy light cannon, two figures flew upside down,
covered in bruises. Philip and Fennel fell into the seawater with two loud splashes.

The fire chimera and the red dragon had been reduced to smithereens by the energy light
cannon.

Chip stood upright on the sea surface, lowered his eyebrows, and looked at the rolling waves.
He bellowed. In an instant, the sea became extremely calm!

His gloomy eyes reflected a dazzling blue light as he levitated above the sea surface, looking for
Philip and Fennel who had fallen into the sea.

Philip and Fennel had fallen into the sea with injuries all over their bodies. Through the blue
water, they saw the hovering figure above.



They were waiting for an opportunity!

Splash!

The sound of the two figures breaking through the water. They soared into the sky and flanked
an attack!

Chip seemed to be expecting it. With a wave of his hand, the giant octopus swung its tentacles
angrily and slammed them heavily on Fennel’s body. Then, he sent him flying again.

At the same time, Chip quickly turned around, raised his hand, and grabbed Philip’s neck!

“Young Patriarch Clarke, you’re not a match for me. Give up and surrender!” Chip said coldly,
his skinny arm bursting with enormous energy.

Philip was held in a chokehold by Chip in the air. Flames constantly flickered from the palm of
his right hand, but the flames sparked on and off. He was unable to mobilize the energy and the
power of rules in his body at all.

In the sky, the two swords of kingship had disappeared. This meant that Philip and Fennel were
exhausted. In the attack just now, they had exhausted all their energy before they could barely
withstand Chip’s blow.

“Old man, do you think I’ll surrender?”

Philip sneered, raised his foot, and kicked Chip in the stomach. Then, he flipped in the air and
struggled free from Chip’s hold. He staggered back dozens of meters and pulled his distance
away from Chip.

Chip smiled lightly and said, “Young Patriarch Clarke, at this point, do you still want to fight?”

Philip wiped the blood that trickled from the corner of his mouth. His body was covered with
wounds, and he was bleeding non-stop. However, his cold eyes made his stance known.

Chip sighed helplessly and said, “Young Patriarch Clarke, it seems that you want to continue
fighting.”

After that, Chip raised his hand and activated the energy light cannon again. The enormous
energy and the power of rules blazed on Chip’s palm.

With a scowl, he sneered and said, “Stop waiting. No one can save you! Just die!”

Boom!



Chip slapped his palm out. The overwhelming energy light cannon, like a heavenly cannon,
blasted at Philip.

At this moment, Philip was already weak and unable to avoid this attack. However, at the critical
juncture, a figure suddenly appeared in the air. A layer of water waves rippled across the space.

“Chip Larson, I haven‘t seen you for decades. I didn’t expect you to have reached this level.”

Cold words with a hint of indifference rang in the air.
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The figure raised his hand, and a golden magic circle covered with obscure symbols appeared
in front of his palm, absorbing Chip’s blow. This person who suddenly appeared was dressed in
a black suit and had a stern face with a hint of anger.

He lightly retracted his hands and stood with his hands behind his back, glaring at Chip on the
opposite side.

Chip saw the man’s appearance clearly at this moment.

He was shocked and said, “H-How could it be you?”

Philip also saw this figure that suddenly appeared in front of him and frowned.

The master of Gentleman Court, Benny Larson!

Benny frowned, glanced sideways at Philip, and said, “Leave with your people. I’ll take care of
this.”

Philip thought for a while and asked, “Why are you helping me?”

Benny said, “You can’t die yet. You’re a piece in the chess game and a key component.
Besides, you also have the blood of a Larson flowing in your body.”

After saying that, Benny raised his hand and made a grabbing motion at the sea, hauling Fennel
up.

“Go…”

Benny said before he walked toward Chip and asked, “Chip, how about a fight with me?”



Chip yelled in horror, “Benny Larson, you’re making an enemy out of the Larson family by doing
this. This is a betrayal!”

Benny smiled and said, “Betrayal? I‘m no longer a member of the Larson family, so how can it
be a betrayal? As for you, Chip Larson, isn’t your action a betrayal to the Larson family?”

Boom!

Benny attacked!

He struck out with his right hand, and a huge golden magic circle appeared in front of him. It
was imposing and magnificent. The golden circle dazzled with bright golden symbols. The
symbols transformed into golden swords, spears, and so on. In a flash, these weapons
launched at Chip like a punishment from heaven!

Chip roared furiously, retreating again and again. At the same time, he created a barrier to resist
Benny’s attack.

Philip glanced at the weak Fennel and said, “Let’s go!”

The two quickly left.

When they were dozens of nautical miles away, they could still see the golden light in the sky
and the huge shadow of the octopus. They could also hear the loud roars in the distance.

The sea was raging. However, peace quickly resumed.

At this moment, a sturdy figure came from a distance on the sea.

“Young Patriarch, are you alright?” Tango Lidds was extremely anxious. He finally escaped from
the two guardian elders of the Larson family and rushed here at top speed.

Philip looked weak, shook his head, and said, “I’m fine.”

Hearing that, Tango looked up into the distance and said with a frown, “Who stopped Chip
Larson?”

“The master of the Gentleman Court, Benny Larson,” Philip said.

Tango nodded and said, “Let me escort you back.”

***

Half a day later, Philip and Fennel had received proper treatment for their injuries.



At this moment, a group of people surrounded Philip and Fennel.

With a face full of anxiety and worry, Cynthia knelt in front of Philip and bandaged his wounds.
17 and other members of the Shadow Guards patrolled the coastal area.

Tango stood on one side and shouted angrily, “Young Patriarch, I’ll go to the Larson family and
demand an explanation!”

Philip raised his hand, stopped Tango, and said, “Uncle Tango, forget it. The Larson family has a
valid reason for doing this. There’s no right or wrong in this case.”

Hearing this, Tango snorted angrily and said, “Silva Larson is too bold for daring to take action
against you!”

Philip frowned and said, “Are the other two guardian elders of the Larson family very powerful?”

Tango frowned and said, “They’re indeed very strong! One of them is already the king of the
seventh zone. He probably just entered that realm, so his strength is not very stable.”

The kingship of the seventh zone? Things were getting tricky.

According to Tango, he was only a half-step kingship of the seventh zone.
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Philip scowled. He did not expect the foundation of the Larson family to be so solid.

“Uncle Tango, apart from these three elders, what else does the Larson family have?” Philip
asked.

Tango frowned, crossed his arms, and thought about it carefully. He said, “Young Patriarch, the
Larson family could be considered a behemoth back then too, a family on par with the Clarke
family. As for their foundation, not many people know about it. If you want to find out, maybe you
can ask the lord.”

Philip frowned and turned to look at Hogan, who shook his head and said, “Silva never let me
get in touch with such matters.”

At this time, someone walked in from outside, and an elderly voice rang out. “The Larson
family’s foundation is not something you can challenge now. The Larson family has existed in
this world for a long time. Even if they’re cowering in Fernvale now, their foundation is still here.
Otherwise, the Larson family would’ve been wiped out by its enemies in secret over the years.”



Hearing that, everyone looked up and saw an old man in a black suit walking in with his hands
behind his back.

Philip frowned and said, “Court Master Larson.”

When Hogan saw the man, he suddenly became excited. He stepped forward, knelt on the floor,
and said to Benny, “Fifth Uncle, you’re back…”

Benny looked down on the kneeling Hogan and said with a smile, “You’re still so forthright. Get
up. l’m no longer a part of the Larson family, so I’m not worthy of this address.”

Hogan got up and said hesitantly, “You’ll always be my fifth uncle. What happened back then
wasn’t your fault.”

Benny sighed and said with a wave, “I’ve already forgotten what happened back then, so don’t
mention it again.”

After that, he turned to look at Cynthia, who was kneeling on the floor to bandage Philip’s
wound. He said, “Is this your daughter, Cynthia Larson, whom Silva tried all means to marry into
the Berry family?”

Hogan nodded quickly and said to Cynthia, “Cynthia, greet your fifth grandpa quickly.”

Cynthia got up, bowed respectfully to Benny, and said, “Fifth Grandpa…”

Benny’s eyes flickered and his eyebrows twitched as if he saw something. He looked at Hogan
and said, “They say you’re dumb, but I don’t think so.”

Hogan broke out in a sweat and said, “Fifth Uncle, you must be kidding.”

Hogan knew that Benny had seen through Cynthia’s life. Benny did not comment but patted
Hogan on the shoulder and said, “You did well.”

Then, he looked at Philip and said, “Young Patriarch Clarke, I helped you today because of your
father. The waters in the Larson family run deep. Right now, you’d better not get involved in this
mess. Otherwise, even I can’ t guarantee if the Larson family will stake their foundation and go
all out against you.”
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Hearing this, Philip frowned and asked Benny, “What secret does the Larson family have?”



Benny scowled, and an indescribable look of helplessness flashed in his eyes. He said, “Let the
Larson family’s secret fade with time. Just remember that you’re not a match for the Larson
family now. As for your father, he has no time to take care of you for the time being. The Clarke
family will also not help you to take action against the Larson family easily. This is a chess
game, and every chess piece has a reason to exist. As a piece in this chess game, you
shouldn’t fight for no reason but follow the arrangements of this world and walk your own path.”

After Benny finished speaking, everyone frowned as if they could not understand his words.
However, Philip vaguely understood Benny’s meaning. He was a pawn in this game of world
chess.

Did he have to live by obeying the wishes of others? Was he willing to be this chess piece?

Of course not!

“Court Master Larson, you said that I’m a piece in this chess game, but I want to say that no one
can control me. I’m me, and I’m not a pawn in any chess game. I have my ideas, so I’ll do things
according to my wish!” Philip said coldly with a very serious look on his face.

Benny looked at Philip for a long while and said with a smile, “Indeed, you and your father are
very similar. Back then, your father had said the same thing. He didn’t want to be a chess piece
in this game of world chess. Of course, he succeeded. He escaped from the chess game and
became the controller of the chess piece.”

Having said that, Benny’s eyes turned cold. He looked at Philip seriously and said, “However,
your chances of succeeding, completing your father’s glory, and successfully surpassing him
are very small at this moment.”

“Why?” Philip asked solemnly.

“Because you’re not worthy,” Benny replied directly without considering Philip’s feelings.

Hearing this, Philip raised his eyebrows and said, “I’ll prove it with my actions! I’ll definitely jump
out of this chess game and see who’s doing this. Let’s see who’s the chess piece and who’s the
controller!”

Benny smiled lightly and said, “Your courage is commendable. You have shown me that very
small chance of success. Your geomancy has changed again.”

‘Geomancy?’ Philip frowned in vague understanding and asked, “What geomancy?”

Benny laughed and said, “Just now, I made a geomancy prediction for you. The geomancy
looked normal at first, but at the last moment, those words you said caused a change in your
geomancy. I can’t see through this variable.”



Benny was not lying. At this moment, Philip’s energy had become extremely unusual. The
geomancy also showed many variations.

Philip frowned. Next to him, Fennel, Hogan, and Cynthia were also puzzled.

Benny laughed and said, “Haha, don‘t worry about it. I had nothing better to do, so I made a
geomancy prediction for you. Fortune-telling isn’t very accurate in the first place, so don’t worry
about it. Regarding today’s incident, I’ll go to the Larson family in person and explain to them on
your behalf. As for the grandmaster, you’d better send him back,” Benny said.

Hearing this, Philip was anxious and quickly said, “No way! Silva is up to no good. If Grandpa
goes back, he’ll be in danger! You saw today’s battle! Chip wants to kill his master!”

Benny laughed and said, “Haha, don’t worry. I’ll take care of everything.”

After that, Benny turned around and left the cruise ship. However, as he was walking out, he
suddenly turned back and said, “You’d better be careful during your trip to Mystic City in the
northwest this time. One wrong move can be disastrous! Also, I’ll give you another prediction.
You’ll meet your destined person who’ll help you resolve some life-or-death situations.”
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Seeing Benny's departing back, Philip’s expression was very solemn.

Benny’s final remarks echoed in his ears. What did Benny mean?

What destined person could help him with life-or-death situations?

Was his trip to Mystic City in the northwest going to be that difficult?

Since he could not figure it out, Philip stopped thinking about it. He turned to Hogan and the
others to ask, “Do we really have to send Grandpa back?”

Hogan nodded and said, “Young Patriarch Clarke, I know you’re worried about the grandmaster,
but he’s the symbol of the Larson family, after all. Besides, Fifth Uncle has mentioned that he’ll
go to the Larson family in person. I think the grandmaster should be very safe.”

Philip frowned, thought for a while, and said, “I’ll bring Grandpa back tomorrow.”

***



The next day, Philip’s injuries were almost healed. As Fennel had contacted someone to send
the essence of life over, Philip recovered quickly.

Early in the morning, Philip pushed his grandfather’s wheelchair to the entrance of Larson
Manor. 17 and the other members of the Shadow Guards followed closely.

Of course, the Larson family’s guards were patrolling the entrance of Larson Manor. They
seemed to be expecting Philip to send the grandmaster back today, so when they saw Philip
appear, they rushed inside to inform Silva.

Silva strode briskly to the entrance and glanced at the grandmaster. He immediately knelt on the
ground excitedly and said, “Grandpa, you’re finally back!”

In the wheelchair, the grandmaster looked at the pretentious Silva, turned his head, snorted
coldly, and asked Philip, “Little Phil, who’s this person?”

Philip chuckled and said, “Grandpa, he’s your eldest grandson.”

The grandmaster was taken aback and said, “No! I don’t have this unfilial grandson. He doesn’t
deserve the title! Let’s go! I don’t want to see him!”

After that, Philip glanced at Silva and pushed the grandmaster toward his small yard.

Silva got up, and his eyes flashed sternly. He stared at the backs of Philip and the grandmaster
while clenching his fists angrily.

“Damn old man! Are you really senile or faking it?!”

At the same time, Zayn came over and whispered, “Silva, something happened. The funds of
several companies under our name were frozen overnight.”

Silva frowned and said, “It’s just a few small companies. Just get someone to pull some strings.”

However, Zayn shook his head gravely and said, “Silva, it’s not a few small companies but
several headquarters of the Larson family. I’ve sent someone to ask, but the other party turned
us away on the grounds of violation.”

Hearing this, Silva frowned and said, “What’s going on?”

Zayn said, “The specific situation is unclear, but according to the news we received, it should be
Philip’s doing. He’s exerting his authority and putting pressure on us.”

Silva frowned, thought about it for a while, and said, “I’ll go there in person.”



Back to Philip and the grandmaster.

Philip sat with the grandmaster under the date tree. The grandmaster leaned on the reclining
chair, narrowed his eyes, and said comfortably, “The secret vault of the Larson family was
sealed by your mother back then in Mystic City of the northwest. If you go there, you can see it
then.”

Philip was peeling an apple and was stunned when he heard Grandpa’s abrupt remark!
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“Grandpa, what did you say just now?” Philip asked.

The grandmaster narrowed his eyes and said, “Brat, Mystic City in the northwest isn’t a place
you can easily set foot in. There are a lot of secrets out there with a mix of people. It’ll be a
tough battle for you to get what you want there. I have nothing to give you. I can only remind
you not to go to Mystic Cave at the center of Mystic City. There’s something in there that once
injured your father.”

At this point, the grandmaster stopped talking. Philip was already too shocked to speak.

Was Grandpa faking it?

However, after a while, Grandpa had forgotten what he said and asked Philip cheerfully, “Who
are you? Why are you here?”

Philip frowned. He accompanied his grandfather for a while and left the yard. Before Philip left, a
nanny outside the yard left quickly and went to Silva’s residence.

“What did you say? The secret vault is in Mystic City in the northwest?” Silva stared at the
nanny kneeling on the ground, his face full of excitement!

“Y-Yes, Patriarch. I heard the grandmaster telling Young Patriarch Clarke about this. There’s no
mistake,” the nanny stammered.

Silva put his hands behind his back, paced back and forth, and said with a smile, “Good! You’ll
get a reward! You can go now!”

After the nanny left, Zayn and Nash came over and said, “Silva, should we send someone to
Mystic City first?”



Silva thought about it and said, “No, let’s not be too hasty. Since Philip is going, why not let him
explore the way for us? If there’s any danger, he’ll face it first. We’ll just wait and reap the
benefits!”

Zayn and Nash laughed and said, “Wonderful! In this way, the Larson family can finally get out
of this small place and recreate the glory of the past!”

Silva was excited and said, “Immediately send out the elite members of the Larson family. Also,
notify the few who are studying in the Nonagon to return to the Larson family immediately!”

“Yes, Silva!”

At this time, a decision that was related to the fate of the Larson family was being determined.
Philip was totally unaware of this.

After he left the yard, he returned to his residence.

“What’s up? You look so serious. ” Fennel walked over and sat lazily on the sofa.

Philip said, “Grandpa told me that the Larson family’s secret vault is in Mystic City of the
northwest.”

“Really? What did he remember?” Fennel asked.

Philip shook his head and said, “I’m not sure. Maybe it’s just temporary. However, my
grandfather also warned me that Mystic City is an unusual place not ordinary people can set
foot in. My father was once injured by some powerful person there.”

Hearing this, Fennel frowned and said, “This sounds a bit tricky. Even someone as powerful as
your father was injured in the Mystic City. We must be very careful during our trip.”

Philip nodded and said, “Have you heard of Mystic Cave in Mystic City?”

Hearing this, Fennel frowned and said with a nod, “I heard that the Nonagon once sent four
kings of disciples to Mystic Cave to complete a mission, but later, three died and one escaped
with serious injuries.”

“That bad?” Philip was shocked!

Fennel nodded and said, “I don‘t know the specifics. This matter has become a taboo in the
Nonagon, and few people mention it. In that case, was your father also injured by something in
Mystic Cave?”

Philip nodded and said, “That’s what Grandpa said.”



Fennel hummed and said, “We have to make other preparations, then.”
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In the afternoon, the people of the Berry family finally arrived in Fernvale. The leader was the
third young master of the Berry family, Mick Berry.

As soon as he arrived in Fernvale, he acted in an arrogant and domineering manner. When the
Larson family’s guards went to greet him, they were reprimanded, saying that the pomp and
splendor were lacking, which caused Mick to lose face!

Wherever he went, Mick was used to being welcomed by a huge crowd, complete with live
broadcasts by various media such as TV stations and so on. The streets would also be full of
women yelling his name.

When Silva heard this, he was exasperated and asked with a frown, “How long will it take?”

“It won’t be long now, Patriarch. But the young master went to Tulip Club first and will only come
to the Larson family once he’s done. I’m afraid it will take a while,” a servant replied.

“Tulip Club?” Silva frowned upon hearing this.

Tulip Club was a well-known entertainment club in Fernvale that was definitely in the leading
position!

There, women could find long-lost love and comfort. Men could find the lovers and goddesses of
their dreams and indulge.

The moment Mick Berry arrived in Fernvale, he could hardly wait to go to Tulip Club for
entertainment; He was really a playboy!

Silva stood with his hands behind his back, paced in the central hall, and said, “Send someone
to invite Third Young Master Berry to drop by the Larson family again.”

“Yes!”

Soon, a team of the Larson family’s guards arrived at Tulip Club again. They headed straight to
the largest private room where Mick was, respectfully pushed the door open, and went inside.

Behind the door, the laughter of men and women was instantly heard, and the scene was
indescribable.



“Third Young Master Berry, our patriarch requests to see you at the manor,” A guard stepped
forward and said softly.

Crash!

Mick threw the wine glass in his hand heavily, and it shattered all over the floor. He then
shouted, “Get out! Can’t you see that I’m having fun? Tell him to wait! I’ll go when I’ve had my
fill!”

Hearing this, the guard said, “Third Young Master Berry, please go to Larson Manor
immediately. There’s something important to discuss.”

Bang!

Mick got up, kicked the guard, and shouted sternly, “Are you threatening me? You’re just a dog
raised by the Larson family, yet you dare to threaten me? Is this the person sent by Silva
Larson? Give him 30 slaps!”

Thud!

In an instant, Mick’s personal bodyguard in the private room stepped forward.

Smack, smack!

Sounds of slaps rang in the room instantly!

Mick sat lazily on the sofa with a beautiful woman in his arms. He sipped on red wine arrogantly
and watched the scene in front of him gleefully.

The Larson family’s guards were full of anger when they saw their colleague being beaten at the
moment!

However, they dared not do anything to Mick and could only stand aside angrily and watch
silently.

Mick laughed heartily and motioned to his bodyguard to step aside. He looked at the Larson
family’s guard, whose face was swollen and his mouth was full of blood. He said, “Go back and
tell Silva Larson to come here and invite me in person! Now, get lost!”


